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§1  Species  and  structures  



«naive» definition
U finite set

combinatorial structure
construction  α

U  underlying set with
α  constructed on U

supported by U

species  F
structures of type F

set  F[U]
F-structure



Tree   (graph  having no cycle)



transport  along

of

trees



A. Joyal
G. Labelle, P. Leroux , ...

Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications,
Cambridge University Press,  1977



Enumeration

generating  function of  the  species 



1

2 Total  order

Examples
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4

5 Bell number
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7

8

Oriented  graph (possible  loops)

Poset (partially  ordered  set)

Hasse
diagram

connected  graph
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10

(Cayley)  tree

pointed  vertex  (root)
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12

Set
uniform  species
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Empty  set

Empty  species



§ 2   Operations  on  species



Sum
(disjoint
union)



Product

partition
of  U
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cyclic
permutation

permutation = exp (cycle)



(set  of  cycles)

(set  of 
non-empty  blocks)

(set  of  
connected graphs)
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Pointed  species



head
tail

spine



head
tail

spine





number  of  trees

number  of 

Cayley  formula



derivative  of  species



(well known!)



§ 3   Linear  species



species
species



increasing  binary  trees



alternating   permutations



operations  on species

sum
product
substitution
pointed



derivative  of  an species



complete  increasing  binary  trees



tangent  numbers
complete  increasing  binary  trees

or







Integral  of  an species







secant
numbers

tangent
numbers

(Euler
numbers)



Leonhard
Euler

(1707-1783)







alternating
permutations



Marcel  Paul
Schützenberger

 1920 - 1996

our  Master

André  permutations,

non-commutative
differential  equations



P. Leroux, X.G.V.
combinatorial theory

of differential equations
and  integral calculus

control  theory
non-linear

differential  equations
with  forced  terms



§ 4   Weighted  species



commutative  ring

weighted  species

weight    of
valuation

generating  power  series
element of



Operations  on  weighted  species

Sum



Pointed

Derivative

Integral species



§ 5   Examples: 
 orthogonal  polynomials



Charles  Hermite
1822 - 1901
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   Examples: orthogonal  polynomials

Formalisation:  functors

Mehler  identity for  Hermite  polynomials

other  complements

complements:



Formalisation:  functors



coherent  transport

Categories

category

category
objects: finite sets
arrows: bijections

objects: finite sets
arrows: functions



Species
functor

finite  set set  of

along



isomorphic  species

for  every  bijection



category

category

finite totally  ordered  sets
increasing  bijections

finite sets
functions



Linear  species

functor

species

totally ordered

increasing  bijection

Coherence  of



Mehler  identity
for  Hermite  polynomials



















complements



increasing  binary  trees



secant  numbers





Bernoulli  numbers

Genocchi
numbers

Genocchi
numbers



sequence  of  Sheffer  polynomials

binomial  type  polynomials



combinatorial  interpretation

set  of
weighted    by



Stirling  numbers



Stirling  numbers






